
REGIONAL 
CIVILIZATIONS 

PROJECT
Presentations Begin Thursday… 



Today we begin…

◦We are going to cover from 
730CE to 1650CE.

◦A lot was happening in the world

◦Often people focus on Europe. 

◦While Europe is important, other 
innovations and achievements 
were happening around the 
world.



◦ Too much to cover and too little time. 

◦Groups will become experts on their 

civilization and then present their 

information to the class

◦Required: Digital presentation & a Notes 

Handout to pass out about your 

civilization



Presentation (Slides, Prezi, PowerPoint, etc.)

◦Title slide & color throughout!

◦Minimum of 1 slide per required section

◦1 Image on each slide to enhance the 

information

◦Bibliography slide

◦MLA formatted citations for information AND 

images



Presentation

◦Between 7-10 minutes per group

◦Do not go over 10 minutes! 

◦Every group member must help 

present the information.



Notes Handout

◦ Each group must make a notes handout for every 

student in the classroom.  (1 page/1 side 

maximum – Key information!)

◦ Try to be creative and make the notes sheet 

interactive (fill in the blank as presentation goes,  

pop quiz questions, etc.)

◦ Has to be turned in no later than Tuesday (end of 

class) via email as a word document!

◦ I will make copies for you. 



Computers and Textbook
◦There are computers for you to use in 

addition to the textbook. 

◦The textbook is a great starting 

place…

◦Computers for if you need additional 

information



◦You have 3 days to work in class on the 

project (plus a weekend)

◦ 2 regular 50 minutes periods

◦ 1 Block period of 80 minutes

◦Presentations will be Thursday-Monday



Cooperative Group Work

◦ Each person is responsible for the content 

they sign up for. 

◦Each person will also have a role in the 

group to make sure the project is done on 

time. 

◦ I would suggest sharing contact 

information and choosing a collaborative 

presentation tool

◦ Slides, PowerPoint 365, prezi, etc.


